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To our prospective partner, 

Thank you for your interest in sponsoring the 2020 Finish Strong team! Finish Strong is dedicated to 
building relationships with our sponsors that will support and endorse our sponsor’s business as well as 
supporting our team, our mission statement, and our community/ministry events. Finish Strong is a 
Christian cycling club whose mission is to spread the word of Christ through our sport. We use 
endurance sports such as cycling, duathlons, and triathlons as a vehicle to accomplish this mission. Team 
Finish Strong is a registered club with USA Cycling and USA Triathlon, and over the past 7 years, the 
vehicle of endurance sports has allowed us to spread our mission across the nation and worldwide 
through social media. 

Sponsorship Benefits: 
 
Sponsorship provides access to a very attractive consumer demographic. An estimated 86 million 
Americans are active in some form of endurance sport, including 20 million cycling enthusiasts. There 
are more cyclists in the U.S. than skiers, tennis players and golfers combined! More significantly, it is 
also a desirable market with a large discretionary income. The largest demographic in the cycling 
community are affluent and well-educated individuals with an average income of over $80,000, a 
median age of 38 and a college graduate profile of over 90%. These individuals spend more than $5.5 
billion annually to participate in the fastest growing amateur and spectator friendly sport in the United 
States. 

Endurance sports has everything your company needs for mass media attention: speed, danger, drama 
and inspiring feats of athleticism, attracting a desirable audience. The result of this is a sport that 
promotes a lifelong activity which appeals to people of all ages, making it possible to reach a broad 
audience that goes beyond the demography of other sports. Additionally, endurance sports offer those 
who are interested a healthy, environmentally friendly, and technologically innovative sport. 

By sponsoring Finish Strong, your company will gain exposure with hundreds of advertising hours each 
week, year-round, in locations across the U.S. and particularly here in our local Greenville/Spartanburg 
community. The Finish Strong team is literally a rolling billboard for your company. Through this 
opportunity your company will also gain exposure through visibility on the Finish Strong website, our 
social media sites, at team events, and other promotional outlets provided by the Finish Strong team. 
Our athletes understand the importance of competing as representatives of Finish Strong as well as 
being representatives for your company. Each of our athletes adheres to a code of conduct that merits 
their inclusion as members of our organization. 



How you can sponsor the Finish Strong Cycling Team: 

We want your company to be a part of the Finish Strong community. We cannot do this alone and your 
support is crucial to helping our team continue to grow and spread the Word of Christ. Please find 
attached our 2020 Finish Strong kit design with all available sponsorship opportunities ranging from 
$250 up to $750. Greater than 80% of the proceeds from your sponsorship goes toward helping meet 
our mission statement through men/women ministry events and community service projects.. If you are 
interested in sponsoring our 2020 Endurance Team, please contact the person who sent the proposal to 
you and they can answer any questions. Thank you for your consideration in sponsoring Finish Strong. 

Through Christ, everyone’s journey can FINSH STRONG! 

Sincerely, 

James Fowler 

Team Finish Strong 

james@teamfs.org 
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